Office furniture perfectly organised:
Systema Top 2000

Key products at a glance
Systema Top 2000 gets any office neat and tidy. Its platform concept comes with a host of practical elements, colours, sizes and interior fittings. The Systema Top 2000 range is the benchmark for organising storage space the modern way. Hettich has now made it better right across the board. On a one-stop basis with all the experience of the market’s leading system provider.
The whole world of office organisation: **Systema Top 2000**

- Brand-leading steel drawer systems, tried and proven in millions of applications
- Fully concealed ball bearing runners
- Unique platform concept with huge potential for standing apart
- Triple-function Stop Control locking system: central locking, roll-out block, self-closing
- Organisational perfection throughout the desk and storage units

**Stylish and practical: SysTech**

Indispensable for filing paperwork the classical way: hanging file frames create space for instant document retrieval

**Systema Top 2000 – the market’s leading organisation system for work station pedestals.**

Big Org@Tower is a cut above. Systema Top 2000 organises storage space with the best of ergonomics.
Whether traditional, mobile or room-dividing – our modular system is the basis for design flexibility that’s virtually unlimited. This is where System Top 2000 provides practical answers to organising documents inside pedestals. Alternatively, SysTech does an even better job of meeting the growing demands on office furniture. Variable in width, the attractive drawer side profile is perfectly tailored to offices now being designed with more of a homely look. And there’s no compromising when it comes to organisation. Whether paperwork, utensils or personal belongings: Presenting a picture of clarity, storage space is used throughout with ergonomic perfection.
Ergonomics, quality and organisation are the demands that are placed on good office cabinets. Our modular systems meet these demands perfectly. Systema Top 2000 and SysTech are alternatives that cut a fine figure in any office cabinet. Because organisation behind doors or roller shutters in particular makes ergonomic use of storage and keep everything in its place. The SysTech drawer side profile comes in a variety of widths and goes perfectly with designer-style office furniture with a homely feel. Being modular in design, both drawer systems can even be used in one and the same cabinet - drawer runners and locking system are identical.
Incredible versatility – from Hettich’s **Systema Top 2000** platform concept

**Pencil tray**
- Plastic
- Standard
- Deep (40 mm)

**Steel drawer**
- Standard
- Narrow

**Locking bar**
- Stop Control
- Stop Control Plus

**Self closing housing**
- Self closing without Silent System
- Self closing with Silent System
- Self closing with Silent System 40
- Push to open

**Drawer runners**
- **KA 1730**
  - Partial extension
- **Quadro 12**
  - Partial extension
Slot in file cradle

OrgaTank
Plastic
Steel

DesignSide
Glass
Any chosen material

Drawer runners
Drawer
KA 27
Partial extension
25 kg
Quadro Duplex 25
Full extension
25 kg
Quadro Duplex 45
Over extension
45 kg
1 Pedestal
- Personal storage space in the office
- Systema Top 2000 steel drawer system for optimum use of storage space
- Neat, tidy organisation for any work station
- All-inclusive system comprising pencil tray, drawer, runner and locking system

2 Caddy
- The mobile companion
- Systema Top 2000 steel drawer system in compact A4 / A4 size
- All-inclusive system comprising pencil tray, drawer, runner and locking system

3 Big Org@Tower
- Innovative storage and room divider all in one
- Extremely strong Quadro runners for a quality feel, safety and perfect running action
- Perfectly organised interiors. Can also be used on the basis of the Systema Top 2000 drawer system
- Everything in view and easily accessed in just one drawer movement

4 Mobile pedestal
- Wide, elegant, versatile
- Quadro over extension runners for optimum access
- With the variable-width SysTech drawer system or alternatively with classic wide drawer and hanging file frame
Organisation in storage units: **Systema Top 2000**

5. **Hinged-door cabinet with internal organisation system**
   - Seleka Pro 2000 single pivot hinge –
     the preferred choice in the office
   - Unique – door opening angle of up to 270 degrees
   - Slim-line, elegant hinge side element
     for optimum access to files and pull-outs

6. **Sliding door cabinet with internal organisation system**
   - Space-saving, generously proportioned sliding doors
   - Elegant look and high-quality working components, on
     request also with Silent System
   - Systema Top 2000 organisation system for the ultimate in
     neat, tidy storage behind sliding doors as well

7. **Catering Caddy**
   - The mobile kitchen in the office
   - Practical storage with SysTech drawer system
   - Roll-out block for safety

8. **Storage unit**
   - Well-organised, neat storage for hanging files and card
     indexes
   - Quadro over extension runners for optimum access
   - Organisation with hanging file frame, wide drawer or the
     variable-width SysTech drawer system
One system – many benefits: **Systema Top 2000**

- **Quiet self closing**
  Now with nickel-plated glides – ultra-smooth! For even, quiet self-closing function.

- **Integrated end stop with damping function**
  For added convenience and less noise.

- **Innovative lock activator**
  Activates self-closing without noticeable crossover.

- **Differential roller**
  Minimises frictional resistance for drawers that positively glide.

- **Stop spring with Silent System**
  For added convenience and less noise.

- **Quadro ball bearing**
  Unsurpassed stability, strength and running smoothness: the Quadro drawer runner.

Systema Top 2000 has been specifically designed to cope with the rigours of everyday office routine. The result: a system that sets quality standards in every detail:

- Drawers made from robust steel with eco-friendly powder coating finish
- Ball bearing runners for a long service life and smooth running action
- Fully concealed runner system for a high-quality look and perfect protection
- Permanently advanced for even greater convenience and ease of assembly
Perfectly co-ordinated components that fit quickly and easily: Systema Top 2000

Simply slot into place: pencil tray
Place drawer on the partial extension runners ...

... and push into the pedestal ...
... until you hear the drawer engage.

Just as easy on Quadro Duplex over extension runners.
Perfect fit: the slot in file cradle.
The easy way to the pedestal: *Systema Top 2000*

Pedestal set:
- The easy way to the customised work station pedestal
- Available with Silent System or Push to open
- Includes lock
- Finished in black or aluminium look
- Also with optional 1:1 planning assistance for fast assembly
Sizes and surfaces: **Systema Top 2000**

- **Standard pedestal 600 mm deep**
  - ET 530
  - EB 392

- **Standard pedestal 800 mm deep**
  - ET 730
  - EB 392

- **A 4 / A 4 drawer system for Caddy and mini-pedestal**
  - ET 400
  - EB 392

- **Narrow pedestal 600 mm deep**
  - ET 530
  - EB 292

- **Narrow pedestal 800 mm deep**
  - ET 730
  - EB 292

- **Mobile pedestal 400 mm deep. Can be combined with wide drawer, hanging file frame and SysTech drawer side profile**
  - ET 354 / 357
  - EB 562

Surface finished in black or aluminium look as standard. High-quality, eco-friendly powder-coated finish.

**ET** = installed depth in mm  **EB** = installed width in mm
Silent System

Drawers benefiting from Silent System add a feel of luxury and make the office a quieter place. The platform concept comes with the advantage of being able to include Silent System or Push to open without having to make any changes to runners and drawers.

Push to open

Push to open is the easy way to the designer-look office. Drawers and pencil tray gently open in response to a mere nudge.
Services, quality, environmental friendliness

Services
- Product documentations (printed or for downloading)
- Planning aids for designing furniture
- Easy-to-follow assembly instructions
- CAD design data in the form of HettCAD

Quality
- Steel drawers made to last
- Eco-friendly, high-quality powder-coated finish
- Concealed runners with ball bearing system (Quadro)
- Entire system with LGA quality certificate

Environment
- Eco-friendly steel drawers
- Steel recycling label on every drawer
- End-of-life component separation for pure material recovery
- Comprehensive environmental management under EMAS
Platform concept for storage units: **Systema Top 2000**

- **Locking bar**
  - Stop Control
  - Stop Control Plus

- **SysTech drawer side profile system**

- **Parallel system**
  - Toothed rack system

- **Wide drawer**
  - welded

- **Locking system**
  - Self closing function without Silent System
  - Self closing function with Silent System
  - Push to open

- **Drawer runners**
  - Quadro Duplex 40
    - Over extension
    - 40 kg
  - Quadro Duplex 60
    - Over extension
    - 60 kg
  - Quadro Duplex 70
    - Over extension
    - 65 kg

- **DesignSide**
  - Glass
  - Any chosen material

- **Hanging file frame**
  - adjustable in width

- **Slot in file cradle**

- **Hanging file frame**
  - welded
Organisation in storage units: **Systema Top 2000**

Office organisation in its finest form: the SysTech drawer system

Robust, elegant hanging file frame with parallel system

There are so many ways to keep drawers neat and tidy - with SysTech

Over extension runners that let you see where everything is